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Artis is pleased to announce it has
partnered with CrushGrind® to be its
exclusive distributor of their own designed
mills and mechanisms collections to the
UK professional foodservice industry.

Why CrushGrind®
The idea behind CrushGrind®
is exactly the same as the old
traditional mortars. You can grind
salt, pepper, dried spices and
herbs. Whole spices retain their
taste and flavour intact as
aromatic oils.
The CrushGrind® ceramic
mechanism allows you to
effortlessly grind not only salt and
pepper but also, using the same
grinder, whole dried herbs and
spices. Each mill comes with a
25 year (10 year on the New York)
guarantee on the ceramic parts
inside the mechanism.
The CrushGrind® EasyFill
feature, simply pull the stopper
upwards and then you have a
funnel shaped entrance for filling
the spice.
The CrushGrind® High output
adjustable grinder. Smooth and

easy turn, grinding wheel, once
adjusted the grinder will keep the
setting – no need for tightening.
Easy cleaning Clean your grinder
frequently simply by grinding
some coarse salt. For a more
thorough clean use a brush, or
take out the ceramic parts and let
them soak in hot water. Let the
ceramic parts dry for at least
24 hours.
Professional kitchen tool
CrushGrind® is a tool for
the professional kitchen and
is recommended by chef’s
worldwide. The ceramic used
inside CrushGrind® - is a clean,
inactive, and natural material
which is ideal for processing
all kinds of food-stuffs. It is
impervious to food acids and it
does not corrode. It does not
transfer metal taste to the spice,
like a grinder in metal would do.
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Stockholm Flipable S/P
Stockholm Flipable S/P, available in oak and walnut with the all new
FLIPABLE S/P INDICATOR, so that any mill can contain either Salt or
Pepper and can easily be differentiated as and when necessary.
Stockholm Flipable versions come with the the CrushGrind® EasyFill
feature, simply pull the stopper upwards and then you have a funnel
shaped entrance for filling the spice and easy adjustment wheel,
which allows you to set the coarseness of your grind.

Easy Adjustment
EasyFill

Stockholm Walnut with
Flipable Salt & Pepper Indicator
56-34-108 16.8h cm
Carton Quantity 1
£40.00 each

Stockholm Oak with
Flipable Salt & Pepper Indicator
56-34-107 16.8h cm
Carton Quantity 1
£35.00 each
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Mini Stockholm Flipable S/P
Mini Stockholm available in black, oak, walnut and steel, all with
FLIPABLE S/P INDICATOR so that any mill can contain either Salt
or Pepper and can easily be differentiated as and when necessary.
Stockholm Mini has the CrushGrind® EasyFill feature, simply pull
the stopper upwards and then you have a funnel shaped entrance
for filling the spice. With easy adjustment to allow you to set the
coarseness of your grind.

Stockholm Mini Oak with
Flipable Salt & Pepper Indicator
56-34-105 11h cm
Carton Quantity 1
£30.00 each

Stockholm Miini Steel with
Flipable Salt & Pepper Indicator
56-34-109 11h cm
Carton Quantity 1
£35.00 each
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Stockholm Miini Blackl with
Flipable Salt & Pepper Indicator
56-34-106 11h cm
Carton Quantity 1
£22.00 each

Stockholm
Stockholm, represents Scandinavian design traditions with its
simplicity, minimalism and functionality. Each is clearly marked
with S for Salt and P for pepper on the top. Stockholm has the
CrushGrind® EasyFill feature, simply pull the stopper upwards and
then you have a funnel shaped entrance for filling the spice. With
easy adjustment to allow you to set the coarseness of your grind.
Available in oak and walnut.

Easy Adjustment
EasyFill

Stockholm Pepper Walnut
56-11-102 16.8h cm
Carton Quantity 4
£32.00 each

Stockholm Pepper Oak
56-12-101 16.8h cm
Carton Quantity 4
£30.00 each
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New York Mini
New York Mini, is an archetype of a salt and pepper mill.
The unique thing about this product is the EasyFill feature,
simply unscrew the head and you can easily fill spice into the mill.
Fast and easy. Made of wipe clean plastic available in black and
white, 12cm high. The size of the Mill and choice of materials
makes it perfect for tabletop presentation.

EasyFill

New York Mini Black
56-34-103 12h cm
Carton Quantity 4
£8.50 each

New York Mini White
56-34-102 12h cm
Carton Quantity 4
£8.50 each

Chicago
Chicago, traditional shaped grinder perfect for salt and pepper.
A firm favourite for tabletop presentation in restaurants due to its size.
Chicago has the CrushGrind® EasyFill feature, simply pull the top part
upwards and fill the container with spice, fast, clean and easy. Chicago
is available in oak and dark brown. With easy adjustment to let you set
the coarsness of your grind.
EasyFill
Easy Adjustment

Chicago Dark Brown
56-33-101 12h cm
Carton Quantity 4
£22.99 each

Chicago Oak
56-32-101 12h cm
Carton Quantity 4
£24.00 each
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T: 020 8391 5544

sales@artis-uk.com
www.artis-uk.com

